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Abstract
While Twitter provides an unprecedented opportunity to learn about breaking news and current events as they happen,
it often produces skepticism among users as not all the information is accurate but also hoaxes are sometimes spread.
While avoiding the diffusion of hoaxes is a major concern during fast-paced events such as natural disasters, the study of
how users trust and verify information from tweets in these contexts has received little attention so far. We survey users
on credibility perceptions regarding witness pictures posted on Twitter related to Hurricane Sandy. By examining credibility
perceptions on features suggested for information verification in the field of Epistemology, we evaluate their accuracy in
determining whether pictures were real or fake compared to professional evaluations performed by experts. Our study
unveils insight about tweet presentation, as well as features that users should look at when assessing the veracity of tweets
in the context of fast-paced events. Some of our main findings include that while author details not readily available on
Twitter feeds should be emphasized in order to facilitate verification of tweets, showing multiple tweets corroborating a
fact misleads users to trusting what actually is a hoax. We contrast some of the behavioral patterns found on tweets with
literature in Psychology research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As social media is gaining more and more importance in our daily lives for information sharing and consumption,
Twitter has become the quintessential platform to follow and learn about breaking news and ongoing events [41].
However, the fast pace of the stream of tweets not only allows to keep up with current events, but also includes
fake reports that often challenge identification of accurate information to get rid of hoaxes. This endangers the
trustability of tweets when following events on Twitter, as the veracity of some pieces of information can seem
questionable on many occasions.
Assessing the accuracy of information on Twitter becomes more challenging for breaking news and ongoing
events. Information about current events often appears on Twitter much earlier than it is reported by news media
or documented on websites such as Wikipedia [23], making it the only source available by the time and thus
reducing chances of contrasting it with other media. Some information is not easily verifiable as quickly as Twitter
reacts, e.g., pictures shared by alleged witnesses during a natural disaster can hardly be verified in that moment
unless you are in the location of the event and can eyewitness it too. While some information needs time to be
verified, users will keep commenting on and sharing tweets, so how and what information is presented to users
with each tweet is important to determine how it will be perceived by users and subsequently spread.
While previous research on credibility perceptions of tweets studied what features catch users’ attention and
condition their decisions when assessing the credibility of a tweet [29], the accuracy of those perceptions has not
been studied yet. The accuracy of credibility perceptions is what ultimately defines how well the users do when
verifying a piece of information [6]. We are interested in finding out how the impression on different features of a
tweet helps or harms toward assessing its veracity. This would allow to present tweets in a more convenient way to
avoid hoaxes. For instance, the author has shown to be a feature that users strongly rely on when building credibility
perceptions on a tweet; how does this strong reliance lead users to making a good decision on its veracity? To
investigate the accuracy of credibility perceptions, we survey users on the credibility of separate features of tweets,
hiding the rest of the tweet, and compare their perceptions to final evaluations from professionals. Interestingly,
research in Psychology’s sub-field of Epistemology has long studied how humans build our beliefs, and what are
the factors that make us trust some piece of information to a lesser or greater extent [18]. We rely on these as a
background to define the survey.
Specifically, we analyze the accuracy of credibility perceptions on different features of witness pictures posted
on Twitter during Hurricane Sandy’s impact and aftermath in the East Coast of the United States in October 20121.
Being riddled with fake pictures both from people tweeting jokes and from others trying to gain popularity thanks
to hoaxes, it presents an ideal context for the purposes of our study. We analyze credibility ratings provided by
Amazon Mechanical Turk2 (AMT) workers on different features of the tweets with those pictures (i.e., as previously
suggested in epistemology: authority, plausibility, corroboration, and presentation). We evaluate their assessments
identifying real and fake pictures from those features, and compare to verification performed by experts, who
carefully analyzed pictures using sophisticated techniques. Our study sheds light on the accuracy of credibility
perceptions from tweets, finding (i) features that can improve accuracy of credibility perceptions, especially author
details currently not readily available on Twitter’s feeds, (ii) features that may harm accuracy, such as looking at
writing and spelling of a tweet, and (iii) other factors that influence users’ perceptions, for instance when repeated
exposure of the same hoax received from different authors leads users to mistakenly getting convinced about its
veracity. We also discuss the implications of our study for an effective development of a user interface focused on
verification of tweets, and posit open research issues that may benefit from further research, such as computation
of non-straightforward features useful for verification purposes.
2 ACCURACY OF INFORMATION AND EPISTEMOLOGY
2.1 Accuracy of Information
Accuracy of information is paramount in our society. Inaccurate information can have bad consequences both
when the source is well-intended and makes a honest mistake (misinformation) or it is actually intended to deceive
(disinformation). It may lead people to making important decisions that can cause serious harm to their health and
their finances [6]. The concern about inaccuracy of information increased with the popularity gain of the Internet,
as well as later with social media, which somewhat made it easier to quickly spread wrong information to a large
audience [21].
Besides the easiness of spreading inaccurate information to a large number of users on social media sites like
Twitter, the fact of disseminating information in real-time poses an additional challenge. In the context of fast-paced
events, Twitter has shown to be often the first source to make some breaking news and event announcements [16],
and thus it becomes especially challenging to assess the veracity of a tweet if it cannot be contrasted anywhere else.
Moreover, Twitter can also be characterized as a media where users tend to spread hoaxes either for making fun or
for trying to gain popularity [15]. Information shared on Twitter can be easily verifiable in some cases, e.g., when
following a soccer game and someone reports a goal scored by one of the teams, we may resort to other sources, or
check whether others are reporting the same event. However, there are other kinds of information that are much
more difficult to verify, e.g., when someone shares a picture allegedly taken in their neighborhood during a natural
disaster. Unless you are around in that moment, or have any other evidence to certify that the picture is real, you
will have to trust your own judgment by putting together all the information and background knowledge at your
fingertips.
2.2 Epistemology
As a branch of psychology that has been studying humans’ understanding and reasoning of acquired knowledge
for so many years, we resort to epistemology [33], [11]. Besides the nature of knowledge itself, epistemology
also studies how knowledge connects to other concepts such as truth or belief. The epistemology of testimony
is important because a large amount of the information that we have about the world comes from others rather
than from direct observation [27], which forces us to build our beliefs from confidence and credibility perceptions.
Moreover, human culture strongly depends on people passing on information, and trusting what others share
with them. Resorting to epistemology for the study of information credibility and diffusion on the Web has been
considered before by psychologists. For instance, [28] performed an epistemic study of news diffusion of blogs as
compared to traditional journalism, while [7] relied on epistemology to suggest guidelines to assess information
credibility on Wikipedia. Epistemology has not been applied to Twitter before to the best of our knowledge.
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane Sandy
2. http://www.mturk.com/
Epistemology is a field that conveniently fits with our needs, since it has long studied how we build our beliefs
from the knowledge we acquire from our environment. Some fundamental thoughts in this regard include David
Hume’s classical book “An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding” [18], written in 1748. More recently,
researchers have resorted to his thoughts to define how we build our beliefs from information sources in the
modern era [10], [6], [7].
Among those studies, we resort to the guidelines defined by Fallis [6]. Fallis puts together some of Hume’s
thoughts and additions by [10] to explain how classical theories in human understanding of knowledge can be
applied to verify modern information pieces in libraries, newspapers, or the Web. Fallis states that humans build
our trust on certain information by putting together a set of characteristics that constitutes and surrounds the
information in question. Fallis’ arguments can be explained with the following example. Either when checking
books in a library, or when searching certain information on the Web, let us think of someone who wants to know
how many floors the Empire State Building has. After some search, they find a piece of information stating that
“The Empire State Building, which is located in San Francisco, California, has 102 floors”. From this statement, they
are very unlikely to trust that the number of floors is correct. Regardless of the accuracy of the number of floors,
the mistake in the location of the building –which is actually located in New York City– makes it a suspicious
source that most probably they will not trust. In the end, the perception of information credibility is built from the
aggregations of perceptions of the credibility of different features.
In the process of verifying information, Fallis lists a set of four features that assist humans perform assessments as
accurate as possible: (i) authority, (ii) plausibility and support, (iii) independent corroboration, and (iv) presentation.
We rely on these four features to study how they can be applied to information verification on Twitter, and
discuss how our findings can help develop and design effective systems with the end of leading users to accurate
information.
In this paper, we describe how these four features can be applied to information verification on Twitter. We survey
users to capture their credibility perceptions on witness pictures shared in the context of Hurricane Sandy in late
2012, as a fast-paced event where pictures could hardly be contrasted immediately, and measure their accuracy by
contrasting their perceptions to final assessments performed by experts.
3 EPISTEMIC STUDY OF TWEETS
In this section, we describe the data gathering process, the survey we conducted for collecting credibility perceptions
on tweets, and analyze these perceptions and their accuracy.
3.1 Data Collection
We collected tweets from Twitter’s streaming API by tracking the terms ’sandy’ and ’hurricane’ (which implicitly
retrieves also tweets containing the hashtags ’#sandy’ and/or ’#hurricane’). Note that by following these two terms,
we broadened the scope of users who tweeted about the event beyond those that only used the hashtags. We chose
to track the terms ’hurricane’ and ’sandy’ as they were the predominant terms being spread both on Twitter and
on other channels such as TV and newspapers early on after the hurricane formed and began to approach. We
tracked tweets from October 29 to November 1, 2012, that is, while the hurricane was hitting the East Coast of
the United States, as well as in the aftermath. That included as many as 14.9 million tweets. For the purposes of
this research study, we created groups of tweets, where tweets in each group were pointing to the same picture
–i.e., pictures whose md5 checksums were identical–, and removed tweets that did not include a picture. Still, after
the md5 checksum verification, some of the remaining pictures were slightly edited versions of others, which we
left ungrouped. All the pictures considered for this study were uploaded either to Twitter’s own photo service3
or to Instagram4. To facilitate carrying out the survey with US-based users, we considered the groups of tweets in
which the source tweet (i.e., the first tweet) was written in English5. We considered pictures with at least 100 tweets
associated, so they were popular and thus likely to be later analyzed by a number of professionals and discussed
on the Web. From this process, we got a final set of 332 pictures posted on Twitter associated with Hurricane Sandy.
Note that those 100+ tweets include retweets6, and new original tweets that borrowed the picture in some cases.
To label each of these 332 pictures as real or fake, we relied on decisions performed later by picture verification
professionals. Hurricane Sandy became extremely popular while it was hitting the East Coast of the United States,
so it attracted the attention of many journalists, photographers, and publishers who carefully investigated each and
every picture posted on social media. In many cases, verification of pictures was crowdsourced and performed
3. http://pic.twitter.com/
4. http://www.instagram.com/
5. We filter by language of the source tweet, because that is the tweet we show during the surveys.
6. Retweets were identified as tweets containing the field “retweeted status” pointing to the original tweet.
through collaboration among professionals, so it is relatively easy to find the final decisions on the Web. We used
two search methods to look for professional assessments. On one hand, we looked at several lists posted on the
Web7, complemented with an image search by using Google’s Image Search8 to search for professional evaluations
on a specific picture. Professionals carefully analyzed popular pictures posted on Twitter by looking at not only
whether the pictures made sense in the context, location and time of the hurricane, or searching for previous uses
of the pictures on the Web, but also using other sophisticated techniques such as analysis of angles, shadows, and
reflections that might have been manipulated [31]. After the labeling process, we obtained a dataset comprised of
216 real pictures (65.1%) and 116 fake pictures (34.9%).
Figure 1 shows examples of pictures posted during the effects of Hurricane Sandy, and are part of the dataset used
in our study. On one hand, pictures 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d were actually real, despite they seem certainly questionable.
Figures 1a and 1c show pictures of flooded streets. One might really doubt if the streets of New York City were in
that condition at the moment, whether or not they were really taken in New York City, as well as if the photographer
could be in a position to take such pictures. Trusting those requires careful analysis. Figure 1b shows a picture taken
from a TV reporting the news, where the presence of some dancing guys in the back of the reporter question whether
the author might have photoshopped it as an attempt at humor. Figure 1d shows an unprecedented picture of a
flooded Laguardia airport where the water’s level almost reaches the jet bridges. The difficulty of trusting these
pictures increases in an emergency event where the number of witnesses is scarce. On the other hand, pictures 1e,
1f, 1g, and 1h turned out to be fake, some of which were initially deemed real, but later exploration clarified their
fakeness. Figure 1h shows one of the few cases in the dataset in which the author clearly attempted at humor,
photoshopping the picture with noticeably fake images of film characters. However, some of the real pictures did
also include hints of humor that could question their veracity, as it happens with Figure 1b. The presence of humor
in both real and fake pictures makes verification more challenging. Most of the pictures, though, intended to deceive
with credible situations. Figure 1e shows a picture of three soldiers allegedly guarding the Tomb of the Unknowns
(located in Arlington, Virginia) while the hurricane was hitting the area. The picture turned out to be taken a month
earlier, and so it had nothing to do with the hurricane. Figure 1f shows a wave-battered Statue of Liberty in New
York as if it were broadcast live by New York’s local news broadcasting channel NY1. While many might trust this
picture in such situation, the picture was actually manipulated after taking a screenshot from the disaster movie
The Day After Tomorrow. Figure 1g shows a picture with two sharks swimming next to escalators, which was a
hoax also spread earlier stating that sharks made it into a popular mall in Kuwait. Especially provided that real
pictures were also stunning, any of the pictures was questioned at the moment as potentially being faked, and the
fact that many attempted to deceive the social media audience made the task of assessing the veracity of pictures
more challenging.
As an initial analysis, we looked at the number of tweets and retweets associated with each picture. With this,
we wanted to look at whether there was a correlation between the number of tweets and pictures being real or
fake, which would suggest that Twitter users did well on spreading just real pictures. However, we noticed that
the popularity does not correlate with the truthfulness of the picture in question, and fake pictures had become
as popular as real pictures. As shown in Table 1, fake pictures present a higher median value, as well as a higher
average with a bigger standard deviation. It is hard to know, however, if all the retweets and new tweets of fake
pictures occur because users considered they were real, or because they were making fun of or questioning their
fakeness. Although the believability of information has sometimes been identified as a factor determining whether
it is propagated [3], the behavior we found on Twitter coincides with [26] in that people seem to pass on information
that will evoke an emotional response in the recipient, irrespective of the information’s truth value. This emotional
response can be either guffaw with funny fake pictures, or awe with seemingly real pictures, for example, which
might lead users to retweeting in both cases.
Median Average Std. Deviation
Real 216 425.7 521
Fake 261 670.6 1020.8
TABLE 1: Median, average and standard deviations in terms of number of shares for real and fake pictures.
3.2 Epistemology of Tweets
Having collected the data, and defined a ground truth from professional assessments as a reference, we proceeded
to set out the user studies to collect credibility perceptions on tweets. Next, we describe the four features suggested
7. e.g., http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/10/sorting-the-real-sandy-photos-from-the-fakes/264243/
8. http://images.google.com/
(a) Real (b) Real (c) Real
(d) Real (e) Fake (f) Fake
(g) Fake (h) Fake
Fig. 1: Examples of pictures posted on Twitter during the effects of Hurricane Sandy.
by Fallis, which we introduced in Section 2.2, explain how we apply them in the context of Twitter, and detail
the surveys conducted on AMT. For each of the Twitter pictures, we rely on the first tweet posting a picture as
the source tweet to represent the features. Analogous to Fallis’ definition of information source, the first tweet is
the one that serves as a source since it first publishes the information and later produces reactions in the form of
retweets and new tweets from others. In the event that any of the pictures might be familiar to AMT workers rating
their credibility perceptions, we asked them not to rate a tweet if they already knew whether it was real or fake. In
separate tasks for each feature, we asked AMT workers to rate each of the features, without having access to the
rest of the tweet; later, we ran a complementary task where we asked them to rate tweets as they would see them
on Twitter. The workers were given detailed guidelines along with the tweets (or parts of tweets) to be rated, with
slight variations depending on the task and the part of the tweet being shown. We showed a set of five tweets (or
parts of them) in each task, along with the following guidelines:
You’re shown a set of tweets sent during or just after Hurricane Sandy hit the northeast of the US. These tweets include
a picture attached to them. The pictures might be real or fake (i.e. manipulated, not from the affected area, etc.). By
looking at the whole tweet, we need you to rate how plausible you would consider it in the context of Hurricane Sandy.
In the event that any of the tweets/pictures might be familiar to you, don’t rate it.
Please, rate from 1 (least plausible) to 5 (most plausible), according to the following:
• 1: It doesn’t look plausible to me, I wouldn’t trust.
• 2: It doesn’t look plausible, but I wouldn’t be 100% sure.
• 3: It seems suspicious to me, not sure if I would trust or not.
• 4: It looks plausible, but I’m not 100% sure.
• 5: It looks plausible to me, I would trust.
All of the features were rated by 9 workers each, on a likert scale from 1 to 5, defined as follows: (1) not plausible
at all, (2) not plausible, but unsure, (3) uncertain, (4) plausible, but unsure, and (5) plausible at all. We define the
final ratings for each pair of feature and picture as the average of ratings by the 9 workers. To measure the inter-
rater agreement we use Krippendorff’s alpha [22] over other metrics because of its capacity to consider that some
categories are closer to one another (e.g., an inter-rater disagreement between 4 and 5 is much smaller than a
disagreement between 1 and 5). We report the strength of agreement from the benchmarks suggested by Landis
and Koch [24] and widely adopted afterward [37] for interpreting values of kappa.
Feature 1: Authority. The author of a piece of information is one of the features that determines whether it is
likely to be true or false. However, there are lots of factors to look at when analyzing who the author is. There are
some that are hardly applicable to Twitter, e.g., the question “has this author usually provided accurate information
in the past?” is not always easy to answer when following an event on Twitter, since it is very unlikely that the
author is known to those who do not follow them. Interestingly, there are other questions that users can try to
answer to assess the likelihood of an author to be posting the truth. A remarkable question is: “does anything
suggest that this information source would not provide accurate information in this particular case?”. By looking
at some features like the location of an author, the description, or the number of followers, which are not readily
available on Twitter’s feeds, users can have an impression of how likely the author is to be saying the truth. Another
question suggested by Fallis is “people can determine whether an information source on the Internet is endorsed
by others”; although in this case he refers to the number of links pointing to a website, this can be analogous to
the number of followers on Twitter. The last question says “is there any indication that the witness was not in a
position to know the fact that she is testifying to?”, which in the context of Twitter can be inferred, when available,
from the location and description of the user.
To collect credibility perceptions of users on Twitter authors in the context of Hurricane Sandy, we asked AMT
workers to rate the authors who first posted each of the 332 pictures in our dataset. For each of these authors, they
were given the user name and full name, profile picture, description, and number of followers and followees. Having
that information, and instructed by the above questions, we asked workers to rate according to their perception of
how likely an author would have posted a real picture in the context of Hurricane Sandy. The inter-coder agreement
when rating authors of tweets was Krippendorff’s α = 0.202, representing fair agreement.
Feature 2: Plausibility and Support. The second feature that helps separate real from fake information is by
looking at how plausible a piece of information is, as well as the reasons offered in support of the information.
The degree of credibility perceived from a piece of information is conditioned by the background knowledge of the
user reading it. This determines how a user processes the information being read, matching with what they have
learned before to be likely to happen in a certain situation. Some information would be credible to the user when
either the claim itself or the supporting information given makes sense to the prior knowledge the user has on the
topic.
We ran two different tasks on AMT regarding plausibility and support, separating the text and the picture to
analyze perceptions in each component of the tweet:
Feature 2.1: Text plausibility. On one hand, we provided AMT workers with just the text of the tweet, with
no picture and no author information, and asked them to rate how credible they would consider that the tweet
had a real picture associated by following the above guidelines in the context of Hurricane Sandy. The inter-coder
agreement when rating plausibility of tweets was Krippendorff’s α = 0.284, representing fair agreement.
Feature 2.2: Picture plausibility. On the other hand, AMT workers were instructed to rate, following the same
guidelines, the picture associated with the tweet. In this case, they did not have access to the text, and rated it by just
looking at the picture. The inter-coder agreement when rating pictures was Krippendorff’s α = 0.427, representing
moderate agreement.
Feature 3: Independent Corroboration. The third feature suggested by Fallis to verify the accuracy of information
is the complementary information from other sources supporting the claim, i.e., whether or not and how others
corroborate the information. The idea behind this is that it is much more likely that one individual will intend
to deceive others, but it is less likely to have several sources who attempt to deceive, and all of them do it in
exactly the same way. However, getting the same information from different sources is not always an indication
that their information is accurate, and it is important to check whether those sources are independent from each
other. Unfortunately, determining whether corroboration claims are independent from one another is up to the
reader, and might not always be easy on Twitter, unless a user is mentioned as a source.
In this case, complementing the information from source tweets showed for previous tasks, we extracted all
independent tweets associated with each picture. By independent tweets, we refer to those that are not retweets of
others, and are written as new tweets. Since this feature depends on the availability of corroborating tweets, we
could only get ratings for 161 tweets (48.5% of the whole set); the other tweets did not have any corroborating
tweets, but just retweets of the same tweet, which provided no new information. For these 161 tweets, AMT workers
were asked to rate, after seeing first only the original source tweet, how credible it was for them that the set of
corroborating tweets had a real picture associated. This task is similar to the feature 2.1, i.e., plausibility of the
source tweet, with the addition that workers could see more tweets providing complementary information. We
compare these two related features to understand the effect of corroborating tweets. The inter-coder agreement
when rating corroboration was Krippendorff’s α = 0.177, representing slight agreement.
Feature 4: Presentation. The fourth and last feature is complementary to the information regarding authorship
and content considered by the above features. Presentation does not only refer to the design used to show the
information, which does not make any difference among tweets, as the design is predefined. Interestingly, and
applicable to Twitter, Fallis emphasizes the importance of how the author testifies as an indicator of its reliability.
This applies to the use of appropriate writing, spelling and grammar, which are the three factors that we considered
for presentation with regard to tweets.
We asked AMT workers to rate each of the 332 tweets according to their level of presentation, showing only the
text of the tweet. Following the guidelines above, we asked them to rate high a tweet when it was well written
with formal writing and no swear words, and used correct spelling and grammar. The inter-coder agreement when
rating presentation was Krippendorff’s α = 0.360, representing fair agreement.
Whole tweet. To complete the study, we aimed to compare the accuracy of credibility perceptions on the four
separate features described above to the accuracy of perceptions of the whole tweet as shown on Twitter. We also
asked AMT workers to rate tweets by looking at the details they would see on Twitter or most major applications.
For this task, AMT workers were shown tweets containing the profile picture and username of the author, text, and
the picture posted, as they would usually see them. They rated credibility perceptions on each of the 332 tweets,
within the same range from 1 to 5, as for the features above. The inter-coder agreement when rating whole tweets
was α = 0.391, representing fair agreement.
3.3 Results
Now, we analyze the final ratings, computed as the arithmetic mean of the 9 ratings in each case. For each picture,
we obtained 6 ratings: authority, text plausibility, picture plausibility, corroboration9, presentation, and the whole
tweet. Since we have the final assessments given by professionals for each of the pictures, we are interested in
analyzing not only how features relate between them, but also in studying how accurate workers were when rating
each of the features, i.e., verifying tweets.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of ratings on different features across real and fake pictures. While all 6 graphs
show that ratings were higher for real pictures, there are also fake pictures that were rated high in all cases, as well
as real pictures rated low, showing the difficulty of the task. When looking at graphs separately, we see that ratings
based on presentation (see Figure 2e) hardly help separate real from fake. After all, all tweets look the same in terms
of design and layout, and just relying on how the tweet is written does not seem to be helpful to this end. Especially
in the context of a natural disaster, where even real tweets might be quickly posted, probably from mobile devices,
authors might not focus on presentation. It also stands out that corroboration shows very high ratings, both for real
and fake pictures (Figure 2d) –we explain this later. When we look at authority ratings (Figure 2a), we notice that
it received the lowest top ratings for fake pictures, which shows that users with authority did not hoax, and thus it
seems to be a useful feature when it comes to verification of tweets. Both pictures (Figure 2c) and tweets (Figure 2f)
received very high ratings for some fake pictures –potentially due to the problem of pictures that despite not being
manipulated, they were taken from another context such as in a different location and/or time, and thus were not
associated with Hurricane Sandy. As we showed in the examples of pictures in Section 3.1, differentiating real and
fake pictures is often challenging, since many of them (both real and fake) appear suspicious. The fact that some
of the fake pictures and whole tweets were rated high demonstrates the need to rethink the way tweets are shown,
at least when the goal is to verify their contents. The distributions of ratings for text plausibility (Figure 2b) are
9. with the exception that corroboration is not always available
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Fig. 2: Box plots for distributions of ratings across real and fake pictures on each of the features and the whole
tweet.
comparable to those for pictures and tweets. However, the median of plausibility ratings on fake pictures is much
higher, showing that the text of many tweets pointing to fake pictures looks plausible.
Besides looking at distributions, we then looked at how accurate ratings were determining the tweets that
contained real or fake pictures. For evaluation purposes, we define that a tweet would have been deemed real
when it exceeds an average rating of 3.5, i.e., significantly higher than what we defined as uncertain (3). Table
2 shows precision, recall, and F1 values. These results show that the way that most real tweets were correctly
identified (in terms of recall) is by looking at the whole tweet. However, more than 16% of tweets deemed real
were actually fake. Interestingly, evaluations would have been slightly more accurate (in terms of precision) by
looking only at the author. In fact, from the 39 tweets that workers mistakenly rated as real when looking at the
whole tweet, 31 (79.5%) were correctly identified as fake when just looking at the author. This matches up with
findings by [4], who revealed that the communicator is a strong feature to look at especially when the message
itself is not easy to be evaluated. Nonetheless, looking just at the credibility of the author would miss many real
tweets from authors who apparently did not look plausible. Looking at the authors of tweets, moreover, they were
more accurate than just looking at pictures, while the latter could be expected to better describe a specific tweet
when assessing its veracity. This confirms the conjecture by [29] that author information is currently underutilized
when assessing credibility of tweets and could have been helpful for verification purposes. From the results, we can
also confirm that presentation should not be considered to determine its credibility, as shown by its low accuracy,
which would barely improve random decisions. A well-written and presented tweet is almost as likely to be fake.
It is also interesting to compare the accuracy of text plausibility and corroboration, as they are tightly related.
The latter containing complementary information to that shown when rating plausibility, workers were slightly
less accurate and did not achieve the improvement that could have been expected. By looking into more detail at
corroboration ratings, workers surprisingly rated 71% of fake tweets with a higher rating for corroboration than for
text plausibility. Previously, psychologists stated that repeated exposure to a statement increases its acceptance as
true, due to the fact that repetition of a plausible statement increases a person’s belief in the referential validity or
truth of that statement [1], [14]. Our results buttress this fact by showing similar behavior on credibility perceptions
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(a) Authority (r = 0.34)
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(b) Corroboration (r = 0.61)
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(c) Picture plausibility (r = 0.87)
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(d) Text plausibility (r = 0.57)
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(e) Presentation (r = 0.28)
Fig. 3: Scatter plots showing pairwise comparisons of ratings. All Pearson correlation coefficients (r) are statistically
significant (p < .0001). Red crosses refer to fake pictures, while green dots represent real pictures, as determined
by professionals.
from tweets. Regardless of the tweet being fake, reading the same claim repeatedly convinces users, misleading on
many occasions.
P R F1
Authority 0.849 0.546 0.665
Plausibility 0.748 0.880 0.809
Picture 0.825 0.829 0.827
Corroboration 0.739 0.903 0.813
Presentation 0.674 0.583 0.625
Tweet 0.838 0.931 0.882
Random 0.651 0.5 0.565
TABLE 2: Accuracy of raters assessing credibility of tweets from different features.
We then looked at pairwise comparisons of ratings for each of the features to ratings of the whole tweet (see
scatter plots in Figure 3). This reinforces the fact that despite their high accuracy when analyzed separately, ratings
on authority present very low correlation with ratings on whole tweets (Figure 3a). Correlation with presentation
ratings (Figure 3e) is even lower, corroborating that it is not a reliable feature on Twitter. On the other hand,
ratings on corroboration (Figure 3b), picture plausibility (Figure 3c) and text plausibility (Figure 3d) show higher
correlations with ratings on whole tweets, showing that users pay much more attention to the content of the tweet
than its author –this is comparable to the finding by [29], and suggests that more details from the author should be
readily available to the user. Psychologists also suggest that the communicator’s perceived credibility and expertise
play an important in defining the persuasiveness of a message [32], which is somewhat hidden at a first glance in
a tweet. Having access to additional details of the author of a tweet at a first glance could have helped, especially
in the context of a natural disaster, where checking the location and description of a user might provide further
details.
4 DISCUSSION
Our survey study analyzes credibility perceptions of tweets associated with pictures of Hurricane Sandy, and the
accuracy of these perceptions with respect to the veracity of pictures as determined by professionals. The results
obtained in this study suggest that visualizing more features along with each tweet would improve the verification
process. Further, we shed light on improvements to be applied to a user interface focused on verification of tweets
with the aim of increasing accuracy. While we are aware that features composing a tweet have to be analyzed
altogether to make real assessments, our study collecting credibility perceptions on separate features and measuring
their accuracy allows instead to understand how a careful analysis of each of the features helps toward assessing
and verifying tweets. By asking AMT workers to rate features of a tweet separately, we guarantee that users do
not get influenced by the rest of the components of a tweet.
We have found that having access to more details of the author of a tweet can be of help to assess the veracity of
a tweet. In fact, the author is the feature that led the users to the most accurate perceptions (in terms of precision).
Currently, only the Twitter handle and the profile picture are readily available on the site when reading a tweet,
and showing other features such as the number of followers/followees, the location and the description of a user
can help readers make better decisions. However, the author provides valuable details that need to be combined
with other components of tweets for an efficient interpretation. We have also seen that decisions of users often
relied on the picture associated to a tweet, which in some cases led to the wrong decision, and further looking
at details of the author would have helped make more accurate decisions. Our results suggest that out of the 39
fake tweets mistakenly deemed real when workers looked only at the picture, 31 pictures (79.5%) would have been
correctly identified as fake when looking at author details. The importance of author details is therefore paramount
on a social media service like Twitter, where counterfeiting plausible content is cheap, but building a reputable
authority usually requires endeavor and longer time.
Moreover, we have seen that repeatedly seeing tweets supporting the same information, which we referred to
as corroboration, can be harmful. Instead of clarifying and helping users make the right decision, seeing more
tweets in the conversation often misleads the user to getting convinced, even when it comes to a fake claim. The
presentation of a tweet, e.g., the spelling and grammar of a tweet, has proven useless toward verifying contents,
different to what has been suggested for other information sources. The fact that many Twitter users might be
using mobile devices when posting tweets increases the likelihood of making typos, disregarding capitalizations of
letters, etc., which does not necessarily mean that the content of the tweet is fake.
Following the suggestions from epistemology researchers, an interface focused on verification for tweets could
also benefit from incorporating other non-straightforward features. For instance, a score showing the extent to
which a user can be considered reliable and has provided accurate information in the past would very likely be of
help to assess the veracity of a tweet. A tweet from a reputable source that has always been accurate in the past
could probably be considered truthful with no need to carefully analyze other features. This reputation score could
be obtained either by collecting ratings from others on the site, or by automatically computing from its activity on
the site. Currently, one way to infer the reputation of a user is by looking at the number of followers; however, this
does not necessarily mean the user is reliable, as it might be for example a Twitter account created as a parody. The
verification process would also benefit from strengthening some of the features that we have defined as not fully
applicable to Twitter on this study. Some examples of features that could be strengthened include identification of
the location of users, or being able to check if corroborations are independent to each other. Further research to
cover missing aspects of the aforementioned features would be of help to enhance verification interfaces, albeit is
not within the scope of this work.
On one hand, psychologists suggest that, since it is ultimately up to people themselves to decide whether to believe
what they read on the Internet, people should certainly receive instruction about what features are indicative of
accuracy [6]. In this regard, detailed guidelines on information verification from tweets would help users who
consume the information. On the other hand, psychologists understand that people do not always apply the
techniques for verifying the accuracy of information even when they know how. It can be expected that users
will rarely investigate who the source of the information is even though they believe this to be an important
indicator [5]. This is especially true for Twitter, where the stream of tweets flows rapidly, and little time is spent
at reading each tweet. While showing additional user details along with tweets would help, users should receive
instruction and be aware of the problem surfaced by the repeated exposure of fake information.
5 RELATED WORK
Most of the research dealing with credibility on Twitter has focused on development of automatic techniques to
assess credibility of tweets. [2] trained a supervised classifier to categorize tweets as credible or non-credible by
using a set of predefined features they grouped in four types: message, user, topic, and propagation. They found
the classifier to be highly accurate as compared to credibility assessments provided by AMT workers. Similarly,
others have presented their research on automated classifiers or ranking systems by using graph-based methods
[12], [39], [17], using external sources such as Wikipedia [38], using content features [30], or comparing some of the
previous methods [20].
When it comes to the study of credibility perceptions of users, the emergence of the Internet evoked an increase
of interest on information credibility [8]. Researchers have suggested Web-specific features like visual design or
incoming links [13], [9], [25], and have given advice for assessing credibility of online content to avoid hoaxes
[34], [21]. Researchers have also studied credibility issues in blogs and microblogs. [19] surveyed blog users to
rate credibility of blogs as compared to traditional media. They found that most users find blogs highly credible,
and believe they provide more depth and more thoughtful analysis than traditional media. Regarding credibility
of tweets, [15] examines the challenges presented by social media for tweet verification by journalists. He views
Twitter as a media where information comes as a mix of news and information in real-time and with no established
order, different from journalism’s traditional individualistic and top-down ideology.
The first user study on credibility perceptions of tweets is that by [29]. Users were shown tweets with alterations
from one another, such as different profile picture, or different tweet content. They studied how credibility ratings
perceived by users varied according to these alterations. They found that the basic information shown on major
tweet interfaces is not sufficient so as to assessing the credibility of a tweet, and that showing more details about the
author of a tweet would help to that end. On a related study, [40] conducted a survey study to compare credibility
perceptions of U.S. users on Twitter and Chinese users on Weibo. They found cultural differences between both
kinds of users, such as Chinese users being much more context-sensitive, and U.S. users perceiving microblogs
generally as less credible.
Taking up a complementary goal to that by [29], who explored the role of different features on credibility
perceptions of tweets, our work studies how perceptions of tweets lead users to making a correct decision in
a verification process aiming to identify truthful tweets and to get rid of hoaxes.
6 CONCLUSION
We have studied how credibility perceived from different features of tweets can help determine the veracity of a
tweet in the context of a fast-paced event when the dearth of additional information sources makes it more difficult.
We conducted for the first time an epistemic study of tweets, and studied how features suggested in epistemology
can lead users to accurate or inaccurate information. We have surveyed users from the United States through
Amazon Mechanical Turk on pictures posted on Twitter in the context of Hurricane Sandy. By analyzing the impact
of components of tweets as to building accurate credibility perceptions, we have shed light on features that are
not readily available on Twitter and most major applications, and could be of help to design a user interface that
facilitates effective and efficient verification of contents from social media.
Our plans for future work include looking at complementary approaches to verification of digital content. These
include for instance guidelines that journalists have put together to verify user generated content from social media
[36]. Other computational approaches that look at implicit features can also be of help to users evaluating social
media content, e.g., looking at proximity of users and similarity of content in Twitter’s social graph [35].
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